Sonoro Gold Corp. (TSXV: SGO) –
Aggressive Drilling at Cerro Caliche
Sets Stage for Resource Expansion and
Advancement of Mining Operations
Investment Highlights
•

Sonoro Corp. (TSX-V: SGO) (“CYP”, or “Company”) has seen its
share price suffer moderately since our initiating report,
despite extensive drilling and strong assay results in the
interim. We believe that this creates an opportunity for
investors to shore up their positions at a lower level, before a
summer of potentially valuation altering catalysts.

•

Extensive Drilling and Strong Assay Results: The company
announced multiple highlight assay results on 2020 drilling,
which was then followed by 34,000 meters of RC drilling in
2021. SGO intercepted almost 75 meters of mineralized
material (averaging 0.605 g/t Au) in one of its recent holes, one
of many strong results from recent drilling.

•

Advancing Heap Leach Mining Operation (“HLMO”) Initiatives:
SGO has conducted initial metallurgical testing on Cerro
Caliche’s mineralization, with the aim of determining heap
leach characteristics and developing process flow sheet. This
comes as SGO is set to scale up the projected HLMO from 8,000
tpd to 15,000-20,000 tpd, following a resource update and
Preliminary Economic Assessment (“PEA”) on the project.

•

Successful Recent Financing: SGO recently closed an oversubscribed private placement, raising a little over $3 million in
proceeds. These funds are expected to last through summer.

•

Based on our analysis and valuation models, we are
maintaining our BUY rating and updating our fair value per
share estimate to $0.26 per share, from $0.33 per share.

Current Price (C$):
Fair Value (C$):
Projected Upside:
Action Rating:
Perceived Risk:

$
$

0.18
0.26
45.32%
BUY
VERY HIGH

Shares Outstanding:
102,360,871
Market Capitalization (C$): $ 18,424,957
P/E
P/B
2.72
YoY Return
54.17%
YoY TSXV Return
101.75%

*Note all $ amount are C$ unless otherwise stated.
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SGO remains squarely focused on the advancement of its operating strategy, which as we
outlined in our initial report, includes the development and fast tracking of an HLMO at its
Cerro Caliche Gold Project. The development of the HLMO has become significantly more
exciting as a strategic objective due to the fact that SGO is now looking to expand its projected
HLMO scale from an 8,000 tpd operation to a 15,000-20,000 tpd operation. This is expected
to have the impact of increasing the scale of future cash flow generation, which should reflect
positively on SGO’s pipeline of catalysts. In order to advance the planned HLMO at Cerro
Caliche, SGO will need to complete multiple milestones, including:
•
•
•
•

Metallurgical testing.
Environmental permitting.
A suitably favourable Preliminary Economic Assessment (“PEA”).
Securing adequate project financing.

SGO has since undertaken multiple initiatives to advance Cerro Caliche, including extensive
drilling aimed at captive resource expansion. The drilling has yielded multiple benefits for
SGO, including strong assay results at key target zones, mineralized footprint expansion, and
the discovery of new gold prospective areas at the Cerro Caliche Project. We believe that
recent activities point to a ramp up in Cerro Caliche’s development, which should ultimately
culminate in the filing of a PEA for the project. This would signal a major catalyst event for
SGO, which we believe should drive value given the advancement of Cerro Caliche from the
exploration stage to the early development stage. Despite recent assay results and the
prospect of major catalysts in the near-term, SGO’s share price has languished since initiation
of our coverage. We believe this points to SGO being underappreciated by the market, which
implies substantial opportunities for investors should the trend reverse.

Drilling Updates & Target Zone Expansions
As part of its strategy to advance the Cerro Caliche HLMO and expand resources, SGO has
been undertaking aggressive drilling at the project. Key assay results from 2020 drilling
reported by SGO includes (with dates of announcement):
•

•

•

•

Hole SCR-104 intercepting 15.24 meters of 1.278 g/t Au and hole SCR-106 returning
16.76 meters averaging 0.853 g/t Au, at the Japoneses Target Zone (November 4,
2020).
Hole SCR-096 returning 16.76 meters averaging 0.841 g/t Au and hole SCR-097
intercepting 12.19 meters returning 0.508 g/t Au, at Buena Suerte (November 4,
2020).
At Buena Suerte, hole SCR-109 intercepted 45.72 meters of 0.97 g/t Au, including
15.24 meters of 2.1 g/t Au. SCR-124 intercepted 6.09 meters of 3.99 g/t Au, including
3.04 meters averaging 7.8 g/t Au. SCR-127 intercepted 10.67 meters returning 0.96
g/t Au, including 1.52 meters averaging 2.81 g/t Au (November 24, 2020).
Buena Vista’s SCR-110 hit 12.19 meters averaging 0.94 g/t Au, including 6.1 meters
averaging 1.47 g/t Au. Another hole at the target zone, SCR-112, hit 27.43 meters
returning 0.48 g/t Au. SCR-118 hit 19.81 meters returning 0.57 g/t Au, including 1.53
meters of 2.34 g/t Au (November 24, 2020).
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

SCR-111 at El Boludito intercepted 1.52 meters returning 2.26 g/t Au (November 24,
2020).
SCR-122 at Cuervo intercepted 3.05 meters returning 1.12 g/t Au (November 24,
2020).
SCD-020 at El Rincon intercepted 20.95 meters returning 0.5 g/t Au, and SCD-021
inbtercepted 21 meters averaging 0.88 g/t Au, including 2.9 meters returning 3.86 g/t
Au (December 8, 2020).
At Veta de Oro, SCD-011 intercepted 1.1 meters averaging 1.06 g/t Au, whilst SCD-015
intercepted 16.25 meters returning 0.67 g/t Au, including 3 meters averaging g/t 2.09
Au (December 8, 2020).
SCR-135 at Japoneses intercepted 21.33 meters returning 0.58 g/t Au, and SCR-136
intercepted 24.38 meters averaging 0.748 g/t Au, including 2134 meters returning
0.81 g/t Au and 6.1 meters averaging 2.02 g/t Au (December 8, 2020).
At Buena Suerte, SCR-141 intercepted 3.05 meters averaging 1.479 g/t Au, including
1.52 meters returning 2.591 g/t Au. SCR-142 intercepted 7.62 meters returning 1.322
g/t Au and 12.19 meters averaging 0.965 g/t Au. SCR-143 hit 12.19 meters averaging
0.687 g/t Au, including 1.52 meters averaging 1.741 g/t Au. SCR-148 intercepted 27.44
meters averaging 1.170 g/t Au, including 3.05 meters averaging 4.696 g/t Au. SCR-149
intercepted 12.19 meters returning 0.498 g/t Au from a depth of 4.57 meters (January
5, 2021).
At El Colorado, SCR-044 intercepted 12.19 meters returning 11.22 g/t Au, including
6.09 meters returning 21.58 g/t Au. SCD-008 intercepted 11.7 meters averaging 0.92
g/t Au, including 4.55 meters averaging 1.84 g/t Au. SCD-026 hit 8.4 meters averaging
0.718 g/t Au. SCD-027 hit 7.2 meters returning 0.601 g/t Au. SCD-028 intercepted 6
meters averaging 0.885 g/t Au (January 19, 2021).
At Cabeza Blanca, SCD-030 intercepted 12.19 meters averaging 0.719 g/t Au. SCD-031
intercepted 15 meters averaging 0.503 g/t Au (January 19, 2021).

Apart from impressive assay results, the 2020 drilling campaign had notable impacts on key
project parameters, which included the expansion of mineralized target areas. In the wake of
its 2020 drill program, SGO has commenced a new RC drilling program, which it expects to
cover 50 RC holes.
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2021 Drilling Campaign: Key Assay Highlights
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Source: Company, Couloir Capital
To date, SGO has completed 34,000 meters of drilling, bringing the most recent phase of
drilling to an end whilst the company finishes an equity raise to shore up funding for further
exploration. Off the back of the most recent drilling, SGO has now covered a substantial
meterage count that we believe is likely to go directly towards mineral resource update
initiatives. Based on a roll-out schedule (projected) provided by SGO, we expect to see a
resource update and subsequent PEA filed sometime in the summer of 2021, which offers
investors a major development catalyst and signals further evolution of the Cerro Caliche
Project. With expectations of a HLMO up and running within Q1-2022, we expect to see an
intensification of catalytic news flow coming out of the company, with the materiality of the
news likely to increase the closer SGO gets to cash flowing production.
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Cerro Caliche Projected Tineline

Source: Company

Metallurgical Testing and Strong Gold Recoveries
In November 2020, the company announced that it had begun initial metallurgical testing of
Cerro Caliche’s gold mineralization, sending over 5,500 kg of mineralized material from drill
cores for testing by an independent lab. The locations of the drill holes from which material
was extracted and sent to the independent lab are shown in the below map. Material
reflected depths of between 25 and 140 meters, in order to cover a variation of material
profiles. The metallurgical testing was focused on determining the heap leach characteristics
of the oxide from Cerro Caliche, with a prime focus on the potential recoveries possible from
near-surface and from-depth ore, as well as process flow sheet development.
Cerro Caliche PQ Core Drill Hole Locations

Source: Company
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Initial bottle roll test results were announced in March 2021, with gold recoveries of 80.3%
as an average across material from four key target zones at Cerro Caliche: Japoneses, Cuervos,
El Colorado and Buena Suerte. Sodium cyanide consumption averaged 0.20 kg per tonne and
lime addition averaged 2.1 kg per tonne for the bottle roll tests at varying feed grades. Based
on the fast leaching profile for Cerro Caliche’s gold mineralization, and the initial reagent
consumption results, SGO maintains their belief that Cerro Caliche could support a HLMO.
Interestingly, the 80.3% gold recoveries are significantly above the 72% recovery rate
projected in the project’s most recent NI 43-101 Technical Report.
Bottle Roll Test Results: Gold Recoveries by Target Area

Source: Company

SGO Completes Over-Subscribed Equity Financing
On April 20, 2021, SGO announced that it had successfully closed an oversubscribed private
placement, raising total gross proceeds of $3.11 million. The issue had originally been set for
a $2 million raise, but was increased twice to account for strong investor demand. SGO issued
a total of 17.28 million units at $0.18 per unit, with each unit comprising of one common
share of the company and one warrant exercisable at $0.30 per share for a two year period
from the close date. Directors and officers of SGO participated in the offering as well,
subscribing for 2.45 million units in what we consider a show of confidence. Based on
commentary from the company, it is believed that the net proceeds from the private
placement are likely sufficient to carry the company through to the summer, supporting both
the resource update and PEA that are expected around then. This is likely to signal to the
market that further dilution is improbable until the next batch of major catalysts are rolled
out, which could potentially drive prices ahead of further capital raises closer to the HLMO
build-out.
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Financials Overview
At the end of Q3-2020, the company had cash and working capital of $4.53 million and $3.88
million, respectively. The company’s current ratio of 6.89x implies the ability of current assets
to sufficiently cover current liabilities, implying a sufficient liquidity position at the end of
September 2020. Furthermore, post-financing, we expect that the liquidity position is likely
to have strengthened. Monthly cash burn (negative free cash flow) for the first nine months
of 2020 was $0.52 million, higher than the comparative period in 2020, which we attribute to
increased exploration activity YoY. The company has a small debt position. The following table
summarizes the company’s liquidity position:

Source: Company, Couloir Capital
The following table outlines the company’s outstanding options and warrants.
Options
200,000
200,000
2,140,000
4,125,000
550,000
535,000
Warrants
17,461,230
38,736,597

Strike
$
$
$
$
$
$
Strike
$
$

Exercise Value
$
30,000
$
32,000
$
321,000
$
1,237,500
$
165,000
$
160,500
Exercise Value
0.30 $
5,238,369
0.30 $ 11,620,979

0.15
0.16
0.15
0.30
0.30
0.30

Source: Company, Couloir Capital
The company currently has 7,750,000 options (weighted average exercise price of $0.25 per
share), and 56,197,827 warrants (weighted average exercise price of $0.30 per share)
outstanding. At this time, 2,540,000 options and zero warrants are in-the-money.

Revenue and EPS Forecasts
At current, SGO is at the advanced exploration stage and has not completed a PEA nor has it
completed advanced engineering or project financing. As a result, we will not be providing
near-term revenue and EPS forecasts.
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Net Asset Valuation Model
As the company has yet to achieve the PEA milestone, which typically provides the initial
projections around potential production scheduling and forecasted cost structure, we will be
unable to provide valuation based on a NAV model.

Comparables Valuation
As our sole source of valuation, we consider SGO’s relative valuation against other gold mining
companies that we believe to be comparable. The following table outlines the relative
valuation metrics of gold miners that are comparable to SGO based on development stage,
asset profile, or a similar aspect. Note that the table has been updated since our initial report
to reflect a change in the peer group.

Source: Couloir Capital, Public Disclosures

Based on the above metrics, we believe SGO should be trading at a valuation of $26.85 million
or $0.26 per share on an EV/ net resource basis. This is after adding a premium to the peer
valuation metric to reflect our belief of near-term ounces expansion and the associated
upside potential. Our previous valuation on the company was $0.33 per share, and the
movement in our fair value estimate is largely due to changes in peer valuation metrics as
well as the change in the company’s share count. Note that we have come to the valuation
by converting the implied EV to equity via the addition of cash and removal of debt. We
believe investors should note that SGO’s net resource is subject to major potential change in
the near-term, which could result in a valuation change in a fairly short period (depending on
the direction of the change in net resource).

Conclusion
After accounting for our valuation methodologies, we are updating our fair value per share
estimate of $0.33 per share to $0.26 per share. We are maintaining our BUY rating on SGO,
and expect the following catalysts to materially impact our valuation estimate:
•
•
•

News regarding drilling results from the most recent drilling at Cerro Caliche.
News regarding work on the resource update and PEA planned for Cerro Caliche.
Any news suggesting a delay in the projected development timeline disclosed by the
company.
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•

Financing-related news that in any way significantly alters the company’s capital
structure.

Risks
The following outlines some of the key risk considerations that investors should keep in mind
when evaluating SGO as an investment opportunity:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Poor Drilling and Exploration Results: Results from historical exploration work and
more recent work done by SGO has thus far yielded positive results pointing to
promising mineralization at the Cerro Caliche Property. As SGO ventures into
additional drilling work aimed at improving its understanding of the Cerro Caliche
Property and its resource profile, poor results may imply a deterioration of the
property’s mineral potential, making it less valuable as a mining asset. However, we
note that a number of the open pit heap leach operations in Sonoro exhibit low gold
grades, making the potential for viability at low gold-grade possible.
Delays in Achieving Key Development Milestones: Given that SGO has forecasted the
potential completion of a Preliminary Economic Assessment in summer 2021, failure
to deliver on this could signal a delay in asset development and push back of
forecasted cash flows from the planned HLMO. We believe this could significantly
impact SGO’s equity value, which we believe in part reflects expectation around the
HLMO.
Small Existing Resource: The current 201,000 Au Eq. Oz resource, though not
insignificant, is fairly small and will impact market perception and valuation of SGO.
Upcoming resource expansion initiatives will be critical to improving SGO’s upside and
valuation growth, as we believe SGO’s equity value is in large part driven by the value
of its underlying mining assets.
Uncertainty Around Permitting: Given the scale of SGO’s planned drilling, the risk
exposure to permitting delays and other such licensing issues becomes more material.
Whilst it does not appear to be an issue at this point in time, we do note that may
change moving forward and the current Mexican administration is not overly promining. As a result, regulatory changes could pose a material threat to SGO.
Market Price Exposure and Impact on Execution Risk: Sunk capital is relatively low at
the exploration stage relative to further along the development cycle. However, on
the flipside, SGO’s exploration and development activities will be particularly sensitive
to market pricing during the current stage given its likely reliance on markets for
future funding needs. However, as SGO moves into a project financing deal to facilitate
a potentially free cash flowing HLMO, exposure to market pricing (at least on the
financing risk side) should decline.
Capital Structure Deterioration Related to Ongoing Cash Burn: There is the potential
that the company’s cash burn could sap liquidity to the point of the company needing
to raise capital. Assuming no cash flows, there is a chance that SGO would do so via
equity issuance. Depending on the price of the issuance, such issuance could be
dilutive to existing shareholders.
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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by an analyst on contract with or employed by Couloir Capital Ltd. The
analyst certifies that the views expressed in this report which include the rating assigned to the issuer’s
shares as well as the analytical substance and tone of the report accurately reflects his or her personal
views about the subject securities and the issuer. No part of his / her compensation was, is, or will be
directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations.
Couloir Capital Ltd. is affiliated Couloir Capital Securities Ltd., an Exempt Market Dealer. They shall be
referred to interchangeable as Couloir Capital herein. Part of Couloir Capital's business is to connect
mining companies with suitable investors that qualify under available regulatory exemptions. Couloir
Capital, its affiliates and their respective officers, directors, representatives, researchers and members
of their families may hold positions in the companies mentioned in this document and may buy and/or
sell their securities. Additionally, Couloir Capital may have provided in the past, and may provide in the
future, certain advisory or corporate finance services and receive financial and other incentives from
issuers as consideration for the provision of such services.
Couloir Capital has prepared this document for general information purposes only. This document
should not be considered a solicitation to purchase or sell securities or a recommendation to buy or sell
securities. The information provided has been derived from sources believed to be accurate but cannot
be guaranteed. This document does not consider the particular investment objectives, financial
situations, or needs of individual recipients and other issues (e.g. prohibitions to investments due to law,
jurisdiction issues, etc.) which may exist for certain persons. Recipients should rely on their own
investigations and take their own professional advice before making an investment. Couloir Capital will
not treat recipients of this document as clients by virtue of having viewed this document.
Company specific disclosures, if any, are below:
1. In the last 12 months, Couloir Capital has been retained under a service or advisory agreement
by the subject issuer.
2. In the last 12 months, Couloir Capital has received compensation for investment banking
services.
3. Couloir Capital or a member of the Couloir Capital team or household, has a long position in
the shares and/or the options of the subject issuer.
Investment Ratings -Recommendations
Each company within an analyst’s universe, or group of companies covered, is assigned:
1. A recommendation or rating, usually BUY, HOLD, or SELL;
2. A 12-month target price, which represents an analyst’s current assessment of a company’s
potential stock price over the next year; and
3. An overall risk rating which represents an analyst’s assessment of the company’s overall
investment risk.
These ratings are more fully explained below. Before acting on a recommendation, we caution you to
confer with your investment advisor to determine the suitability of our recommendation for your specific
investment objectives, risk tolerance and investment time horizon.
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Couloir Capital's recommendation categories include the following:
Buy
The analyst believes that the security will outperform other companies in their sector on a risk adjusted
basis or for the reasons stated in the research report the analyst believes that the security is deserving
of a (continued) BUY rating.
Hold
The analyst believes that the security is expected to perform in line with other companies in their sector
on a risk adjusted basis or for the reasons stated in the research report the analyst believes that the
security is deserving of a (continued) HOLD rating.
Sell
Investors are advised to sell the security or hold alternative securities within the sector. Stocks in this
category are expected to under-perform other companies on a risk adjusted basis or for the reasons
stated in the research report the analyst believes that the security is deserving of a (continued) SELL
rating.
Tender
The analyst is recommending that investors tender to a specific offering for the company's stock.
Research Comment
An analyst comment about an issuer event that does not include a rating.
Coverage Dropped
Couloir Capital will no longer cover the issuer. Couloir Capital will provide notice to clients whenever
coverage of an issuer is discontinued. Following termination of coverage, we recommend clients seek
advice from their respective Investment Advisor.
Under Review
Placing a stock Under Review does not revise the current rating or recommendation of the analyst. A
stock will be placed Under Review when the relevant company has a significant material event with
further information pending or to be announced. An analyst will place a stock Under Review while
he/she awaits enough information to re-evaluate the company's financial situation.
The above ratings are determined by the analyst at the time of publication. On occasion, total returns
may fall outside of the ranges due to market price movements and/or short-term volatility.
Overall Risk Rating
Very High Risk: Venture type companies or more established micro, small, mid or large cap companies
whose risk profile parameters and/or lack of liquidity warrant such a designation. These companies are
only appropriate for investors who have a very high tolerance for risk and volatility and who can incur
temporary or permanent loss of a very significant portion of their investment capital.
High Risk: Typically, micro or small cap companies which have an above average investment risk relative
to more established or mid to large cap companies. These companies will generally not form part of the
broad senior stock market indices and often will have less liquidity than more established mid and large
cap companies. These companies are only appropriate for investors who have a high tolerance for risk
and volatility and who can incur a temporary or permanent loss of a significant portion of their investment
capital.
Medium-High Risk: Typically, mid to large cap companies that have a medium to high investment risk.
These companies will often form part of the broader senior stock market indices or sector specific
indices. These companies are only appropriate for investors who have a medium to high tolerance for
risk and volatility and who are prepared to accept general stock market risk including the risk of a
temporary or permanent loss of some of their investment capital
Moderate Risk: Large to very large cap companies with established earnings who have a track record
of lower volatility when compared against the broad senior stock market indices. These companies are
only appropriate for investors who have a medium tolerance for risk and volatility and who are prepared
to accept general stock market risk including the risk of a temporary or permanent loss of some of their
investment capital.

